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NEK to cut-off the electricity supply to Kremikovtzi steel factory
Germans to invest 100 million euros in wind farms
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» Dalekovod to build 400kV power line between Tirana and
Podgorica
» 33.1 million euros of profit for HEP in 2006th
» The construction of Claus facility in Sisak refinery continues
» The longest ever uninterruptible operation of NPP Krsko
» Koncar delivered equipment to EDF

Greece:
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Analysis:
» Wind power as energy source in Balkan region
(in this issue: Greece, Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania,
Serbia)

» 54 % reduction in quarterly profit for PPC
» HTSO and TEIAS to establish temporary electricity connection
» European Commission approved monopoly for Greece-Italy natural
gas pipeline
» Joint venture of NEK and Copelouzos Group to import electricity
» Enel to buy wind farms

Macedonia:

News headlines

Albania:
» No energy park in Vlora
» Tender for TPP Fieri to be launched

»
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Parliament to ratify AMBO convention
ESM announced construction of new substations
MEPSO signed new supply contracts with industrial customers
Gama won back the license for natural gas transport

Bosnia and Herzegovina:
» Foundation stone for construction of unit 2 in TPP Gacko laid
» Germany to donate 11.5 million euros for renewal of power
plants
» EFT announced construction of TPP Stanari

Montenegro:
» Italian Terna interested for cooperation with EPCG
» EPCG launched tender for import of electricity in July and August
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TPP Pljevlja started capital overhaul
Reduction in electricity losses in the first quarter
Slovenian Petrol won in the tender for Montenegrobonus
Privatization of TPP Pljevlja and coalmine Pljevlja in final phase
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Romania:

» Draft energy strategy for period 2007th-2020th presented
» AVAS took over Rovinari, Turceni and Craiova, trade unions launch
strikes in power complexes
» 41 million tons of coal to be produced in 2007th
» 5.4 million tons of oil to be produced in 2007th
» Price of natural gas from domestic sources to increase by 53 % in
2009th
» 57 % reduction in profit for Petrom in the first quarter
» No increase in energy prices in 2007th
» Enel to takeover Electrica Muntenia Sud

Serbia:
» New energy minister announced continuation of energy projects
» Governments of Serbia and Republic of Srpska to start negotiations on HPP Buk Bijela
» Regulatory energy agency requested postponement of new
tariffs
» EPS calls for construction of new power plants

Tenders: (Electricity, Nuclear, Oil and gas, Wind)
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Power exchanges data:

Hourly imports of Montenegro on Sunday, 27.5.2007
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Hourly imports of Montenegro on Wednesday, 30.5.2007
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*Physical imports are shown, i.e. with included generation of HPP Piva
in exchange total of Montenegro
In the period from 17.5.2007 till 31.5.2007:
Montenegro maximum daily consumption: 11.60 GWh
Montenegro maximal hourly consumption: 530 MWh

Opcom, Romania: Energy Traded on Sunday, May 27, 2007
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Opcom, Romania: Energy Traded on Wednesday, May 30, 2007
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No trades performed by Borzen in the period from 17.5.2007 till
31.5.2007

Tables with results of Allocated Available Transfer Capacities
(AATC) in Balkan region for June 2007

TTC (Total Transfer Capacity), TRM (Transmission Reliability Margin) and
NTC (Net Transfer Capacity) values in previous tables, represents commonly correlated values, given per each border and per each direction
on the respective border. (Please note that some of TSOs on their web
sites publish only one-half of the NTC value, i.e. their own part of NTC,
and therefore NTC data can be different)
AAC (Already Allocated Capacity) value represents part of transmission
capacity allocated earlier by TSO in which table this value appears.
ATC (Available Transfer Capacities) value represents amount of transmission capacity, which will be offered by the TSO in which table this value
appears to the interested market participants through allocation procedure: usually by pro-rata or explicit auctions method. (Please note that
some of TSOs on their web sites within their ATC value publish ATC part of
the neighboring TSO, and therefore ATC data can be different)

AATC (ALLOCATED Available Transfer Capacities) values are the results
of allocation procedure conducted by respective TSO in which table
this value appears
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Danube water-level
Weather conditions

relevant for:
HPP Portile de Fier I, 1167 MW, Romania
HPP Portile de Fier II, 270 MW, Romania
HPP Djerdap I, 1058 MW, Serbia
HPP Djerdap II, 270 MW Serbia

Analysis:

Average weather conditions for June

Wind power as energy source in Balkan region
(Greece, Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania and Serbia)

5. FYR Macedonia

T: Ts in Celsius degrees.
W: Ws in km/h, S – South, W – West, N – North, E – East and variables; L-V - light
and variable
R: Rain in mm

Macedonia undertook concrete steps to promote “clean” energy
sources, at first bringing the new Energy Law. Among the others, the
objectives of the Energy Law of 2006 are to ensure energy efficiency
enhancement and encouragement of the utilization of renewable
resources and protection of the environment from adverse impacts
of energy sector activities. The “Energy activities of public interest”
listed in Article 3 of Paragraph 1, now also include the generation
of electricity from renewable energy sources. Article 10 defines that
the Government of the Republic of Macedonia upon proposal of the
Ministry shall adopt an Energy Strategy for a period of at least 20
years, which should, among other questions, address long-term objectives for energy activities, and ensure security of supply, set priorities for development, and also define incentives for investment
in energy facilities utilizing renewable energy sources, as well as
incentives regarding the enhancement of energy efficiency. Chapter IX deals with energy efficiency and renewable energy sources.
A strategy for the improvement of energy efficiency and a strategy
for the utilization for RES are to be developed. The Law does not set
concrete targets. In the area of RES, transitional support measures
for utilization of RES - including preferential tariffs for electricity producers - are mentioned as required contents of the RES strategy.
The Renewable Energy Country Profile compiled by “Black&Veatch”
for EBRD states that no direct information on wind energy was available. A countrywide wind-atlas is not available. The above-mentioned survey identified no industry association and no projects.
According to the poor data on disposal, there are no really interesting locations in the country and there is neither strategy of development nor plans for installation of wind energy plants in the country,
yet. However, Macedonian electric power company is interested in
developing a measurement program to determine the potential for
wind energy in Macedonia. Such a program would need to be put in
place before it would be possible to estimate the financial viability
of wind power in Macedonia.
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Although less windy than many northern European countries, it is
estimated that wind energy appears to be a viable renewable energy technology in Macedonia. Being characterized by high mountains (some of the highest in Europe), it is reported that there are
locations, which have annual average wind speeds exceeding 7 m/s.
Judging by the Greek wind energy sites, the study by “Black&Veatch”
estimates that Lake Doiran, south-east of the country would probably be the best, followed by the area along the Greek border, in
the south of the country, as well as the Vardar river basin from Kumanovo to Gevgelija. However, the precise potential and specific
locations will need to be determined and assessed, before technoeconomic feasibility studies, business plans and investment programs are prepared.

• GD 443 / 2004 on promoting renewable energy sources
• GD 1892 / 2004 on establishing the promotion system for electricity produced from renewable energy sources
• GD 1535 / 2003 on approving the Strategy for using renewable energy sources
In 2005 Quota Obligation System has been established – mechanism used to promote the production of electricity from renewable energy sources by means of the acquisition by the suppliers
of a specified quota of electricity produced from renewable energy
sources in order to sell it to their consumers. The Regulator Authority establishes expanding from year to year quota of electricity
produced from renewable energy sources which the suppliers are
obliged to buy. Therefore, for the 2007 year, 3.74% of the electricity
for each supplier must be provided from “clean” energy.

6. Montenegro

Target for renewable electricity production, with large hydro, as a
quota of the gross power consumption was 30% in 2010. Quota was
amended (during EU negotiation) to 33% with large hydro and 8.3%
without large hydro in 2010 (GD 958/2005). To fulfill the RES quota
in 2010, a possible (ambitious) scenario is to install 600 MW rated
wind farms with 1.3 TWh/year production, which is the contribution of wind power as a part of renewable energy. However, much
realistic prediction is that in the 2010 in Romania may be 120 MW
of wind generation installed. Observing the current status of wind
energy in Romania, we can say that progress in this field is rather
slow, not supporting optimistic plans. Therefore, lots of efforts are
now making to advertise wind power and attract investors. The
first wind installation connected to grid was 660 kW turbine in the
Ploiesti industrial complex, and with last years 1.3 MW of new installed capacity, Romania now has 3 MW of installed wind power.
There are also several demonstrating wind energy project in Romania, without commercial use. Two demonstration projects with over
100 kW each, in the Semenic Mountains and at Black Sea offshore,
are no longer in operation due to lack of funds. In next few years
large project could be realized. Namely, 24.5 MW of wind turbines
is planned to be installed in the region of Constanta, Black Sea), 22
generators with 750 kW rated turbine and 4 machines with 2 MW
rated power.

Results of previous researches on wind power potential in Montenegro are still insufficient for any substantial utilization of wind energy
for the purpose of electricity production. Meteorological data are
not sufficient, but they can be used for identifying the best locations
for construction of wind generators. According to those, potential
areas that could have significant wind power, suitable for wind turbines installing, are located in the Niksic community, also in the
north, mountain parts of Montenegro, as well as in coastal region. To
recognize more precisely about wind power resources further investigations must be done, that is concrete measurements on potential
locations. Still, some detailed measurements were undertaken at
the locations Ilino Brdo and Vucje (abovementioned region of Niksic) and thanks to the donation of Holland government approved in
2001, the first wind power pilot project in Montenegro was realized
at the end of 2004, when wind power generator was constructed on
Ilino Brdo. Rated power of wind generator is 500 kW and estimated
yearly production is 1.25 – 1.80 GWh. Realization of this project was
supported by Electric Power Utility of Montenegro (EPCG) which
provided land, constructed access road and electrical installations,
and also obliged that it would buy all of the production from the
power station. Unfortunately, few months after starting, accident
happened, as lightning struck the rotor blade, permanently damaged it, and the turbine was out of use. No further steps have been
done to repair the damage, or to undertake some other wind power
project yet. Reform of energy sector in Montenegro has been carried out in last few years; Energy Law was adopted in 2003, Energy
Policy in February 2005, Energy Efficiency Strategy was adopted in
October 2005, design of Energy Development Strategy until 2025 is
underway and study on renewable energy sources (wind, solar and
biomass) is in preparation. The goals and objectives of Energy Policy, among others, are to secure qualitative, reliable and diversified
energy supply, reduction of import energy dependence, to intensify
researches on possible utilization of renewable resources, as well as
creation of conditions for their commercial utilization. Montenegro
is under overall wave of promotion of wind power, as well as other
renewable energy sources, and new projects in that field may be
expected very soon.

7. Romania

In the 2002 regular report on Romania’s progress towards accession
to the EU, the EU commission comes to the conclusion that Romania
does not devote the necessary resources to improving energy efficiency and to promoting renewable energy. Since then, Romania
makes strong efforts towards promoting renewable energy sources
(RES), first of all in legal framework and procedures. In the Electricity Law (2003) general provisions regarding promotion of electricity produced from renewable sources are founded. Also Romanian
government brought important decisions regarding producing
electricity from “clean” energy sources:

According to some investigations and measurements, Romania has
very good technical potential for wind energy development. A country wide wind atlas was issued by the “Energy Research and Modernizing Institute” (ICEMENERG), in 1993. It indicates wind speeds of 4.5
- 11.5 m/s at 50m height in various areas, notably off-shore. Large
areas with wind speeds over 11 m/s are identified, especially to the
mountain and Black Sea coast area. The available potential realistic
assessed was estimate to 2000 MW.

8. Serbia

In Serbia systematic investigations about wind power potential
have not been conducted. However, in 2002 Electric Power Utility
of Serbia (EPS) launched study “Possibilities on utilization of wind
power for electricity production” with main goal to assess overall
wind power resources in Serbia and possible locations for wind
turbine installing. The study was not founded on concrete measurements on the terrain (micro locations), but on existing meteorological data gathered in last ten years, used in some mathematical
models. According to that research there are suitable windy regions
for electricity production, such as south Banat (part of Vojvodina),
mountain areas of Zlatibor, Kopaonik and Vlasina. Estimated wind
power capacity on those locations is about 1300 MW, that assumes
yearly production of 2.3 TWh, that is 8% of total countries consumption. For more accurate predictions further investigations must be
done, that is concrete measurements on potential locations at 50 m
height. At time being, thanks to some donations and foreign technical equipment and support, measurements on several such locations have been carrying out. Furthermore, as a result, local com-
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munity of Indjija town and Serbo-Austrian joint-venture signed an
agreement last summer, about construction of the first wind power
turbine, as a pilot project. Rated power would be 1 MW, with 1.5
million € investment. If this project economically approved, on this
location there is potential for wind park of 25 MW with a chance to
be realized. At the end of January 2007, an Agreement on Spanish
donation worth 204,000 € was signed, with an aim to explore RES
potentials in Serbia, especially wind. Nevertheless, general estimate
is that wind power as renewable energy source (RES) is not so abundant in Serbia, with a less perspective to take a rise and to eliminate
actual problems of energy supply, but it can be helpful as to mitigate import dependence and contribute to local energetic security.
As a stimulus to RES, Serbian government in Energy Law (2004)
brought some regulations in order to promote RES. Old limitations
from former acts are now histories, and it is predicted to all RES to
have privileges and priority of use. Also there are some decisions
towards stimulating of investments in RES. Further, in the document
“Strategy of the energetic development of Serbia until 2015” incentives for financial investments in RES objects are foreseen, and development of the energy sector as a whole has a significant back-up
through expansion of RES. On the other hand, at present, one has to
spend much time as to procure various set of licenses for RES object
installing (15 until phase of construction and 9 more till utilization).
Authorities should conduct some practical measures as to alleviate
those procedures and reduce bureaucracy. Also some decisive steps
have to be carried out on the ground as to promote RES, such are
creating of public funds for research, development and creation of
RES projects, advertising and attracting of investors.

Issue No: 2007-V/2 - issue covers period 16.05.2007-1.06.2007

» Figure 1: Cumulative installed wind capacity in Greece until 2006
The energy produced from wind turbines during 2005 was approximately 1270 GWh. Figure 2 shows the electricity produced from
wind turbines until 2005.

9. Greece

Greece is making profound institutional, regulatory, engineering,
and funding efforts in order to meet the indicative target set by
Directive 2001/77/EC. Among the aims of the Greek government is
to substitute expensive imported fuel, currently used for electricity
production in a large part of the Greek territory, by exploiting the
country’s abundant wind potential. Directive 2001/77/EC, on the
promotion of electricity produced from renewable energy sources
in the internal electricity market, in its annex sets an indicative target
for Greece to cover a part of its gross national electricity consumption by 2010 from renewable energy sources (RES) equal to 20.1%,
with the contribution of large-scale hydroelectric plants included.
This target is also compatible with the international commitments
of the country resulting from the Kyoto protocol. Based on the expected electricity consumption in 2010, a production of electric
power from RES in the order of 13.7 TWh (including large-scale hydro-electric plants) is set as the goal for 2010. In order to meet these
goals, the installed capacity of wind farms should reach the level of
3370 MW and the corresponding energy generated should be of the
order of 7 TWh. In 2006, the installed capacity of the wind turbines
reached 746 MW, showing an impressive acceleration over the previous year of 23%. The current estimation of wind energy production in 2010, ranges between 2100 MW (conservative scenario) and
3370 MW (optimistic scenario). The development of wind energy
within the last 11 years is shown in Figure 1, which depicts the total
installed capacity per year.

» Figure 2: Electricity produced from wind turbines in Greece until
2005 (currently no data for 2006)
From both figures we can clearly notice rapid growth of wind power
electricity in Greece. There is an increasing interest among, mainly
construction companies and individual investors for wind energy
related projects. Wind energy deployment has become a challenging area for development all over the country, especially in areas
of poor infrastructure, where some of the most promising sites for
wind energy development can be found. Although manufacturing
of wind turbines has not been established in Greece, there is considerable domestic added value, especially with regard to the infrastructure works, e.g. grid strengthening, tower manufacturing, road
and foundation construction, civil engineering works, etc. In addition, new jobs are created, related to the maintenance and operation of the wind farms in mainly underdeveloped areas. Eventually,
an expanding network of highly experienced engineering firms has
been created, which is currently working on all phases of the development of new wind energy projects. Thus, wind energy is gradually
becoming a considerable player contributing in the development of
the country.
Financial support for wind energy projects is provided by the state
in the framework of the Operational Program “Competitiveness”
(OPC) and the new Law for Development. The OPC provides public
aid to RES and energy saving, substitution, and other energy-related
actions. The public aid accounts for 30% of the eligible cost of the
projects and goes up to 50% in the case of transmission lines that
will be constructed for the connection of RES plants with the grids.
The Center for Renewable Energy Sources (CRES) acts as an intermediate agent in charge of the administration and management
of projects included in Measure 2.1, Action 2.1.3 of the OPC. More
specifically, CRES is the thematic Intermediate agent responsible for
the administration and management of all wind energy projects in
the mainland and those with nominal capacity greater than 5 MW
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on the islands of Greece. An installation permit is necessary in order
to finance a project. The eligible cost for financing a wind farm is up
to 900 €/kW, without including the cost for the electrical grid connection. In addition, co-financing of the connection of wind farms
to the grid is provided in the framework of Measure 6.5 of the OPC,
providing public funding up to 45-50%. Eventually, financial support for wind energy investments is foreseen through the new Law
for Development 3299/2004, which provides grants of up to 50% of
the total investment.

***
Having in mind substantial growth of wind power capacity in EU
countries, it is likely for Balkan countries to join this trend in forthcoming years. Greece and Croatia precede in this area, while most
of the other countries of the region have in preparation or already
have done relevant studies and plans for further development of
wind capacity.

struction of 660 MW unit will be the largest investment in Republic
of Srpska (RS). The worth of the project, including the renewal of
old unit and opening of new coalmine, was estimated at 1.4 billion
euros.
Previously, the official agreement for carrying out the investment
was signed by prime minister of RS, Milorad Dodik, and chairman of
board of directors of CEZ, Martin Roman. The agreement was also
signed by director of Power utility of RS (ERS), director of TPP Gacko
and director of Merger acquisition of CEZ.
The project will be carried out by the joint venture of CEZ (51 %) and
ERS (49 %). The new unit should be put in service in 2013th, while
annual production should reach 4.5 TWh. The feasibility study for
the project should be ready by the end of June.
§ § §

Germany to donate 11.5 million euros for renewal of power
plants (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

News:

No energy park in Vlora (Albania)
Territorial Adjustment Council of Republic of Albania decided not to
build an energy park in port of Vlora, but only the industrial one.
Nevertheless, prime minister Sali Berisha said that government
would proceed with the construction of the thermal power plant
(TPP) Vlora.
The natural gas fired TPP should have power output of 100MW. In
February this year, Albanian Power Corporation (KESH) and Italian
Maire Engineering SpA signed an agreement for the construction of
TPP, where the cost of the project is estimated at 92 million euros.
Prime minister also confirmed that deposits of the Petrolifera would
be also constructed in the future industrial park.
§ § §

Tender for TPP Fieri to be launched (Albania)
Minister of economy, trade and energy, Genc Ruli, confirmed the
government would launch a tender for sale of fuel oil fired thermal
power plant (TPP) Fieri very soon.
The government has been preparing the tender documents, where
one of the preferred criteria would be singing the long-term sale
contract with Albanian Power Corporation (KESH).
The sale of TPP Fieri and two other six TPPs was announced in February this year. Only TPP Fieri, with power output of 35 MW (60 MW
installed) is operational. TPP Fieri was designed to produce both
electricity and heat energy.

Germany should donate 11.5 million euros for renewal of hydropower plant (HPP) Rama, for repair of Vilovici coal depot and for
renewal of power distribution grid. This was in accordance to the
agreement on financial cooperation signed by the governments of
Germany and Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH).
7 million euros will be invested for HPP Rama and distribution network, while the rest will be spent for dislocation of waste from Vilovici depot.
By the same agreement, Germany has erased 20 million euros of
pre-war debts of BiH toward Germany.
§ § §

EFT announced construction of TPP Stanari (Bosnia and
Herzegovina)
The owner of Energy financing team (EFT), Vuk Hamovic, announced
the company should start the construction of thermal power plant
(TPP) Stanari (400 MW). According to him, EFT has finished all necessary preparations, so that construction works should start this year
and the TPP should be operational by 2012th.
EFT should invest over 600 million euros in the project, where the
TPP Stanari should be the first power plant to be built in accordance
to EU environmental standards, EFT’s PR said. The TPP should produce some 3 TWh of electricity per year.
So far, EFT has invested 16 million euros in the coalmine Stanari. The
coal output should be 600,000 tons per year until the TPP Stanari
was built, after which the annual coal output would be increased at
3.2 million tons.

§ § §

Prime minister of Republic of Srpska (RS), Milorad Dodik, earlier said
that the privatization of the coalmine Stanari was successful, while
planned construction of new TPP is very important project for entire
RS, which will be supported by the government.

Foundation stone for construction of unit 2 in TPP Gacko
laid (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

§ § §

By putting the foundation stone on May 16th, the construction of
unit 2 in thermal power plant (TPP) Gacko officially started. The con-
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Record production of coalmine Kreka (Bosnia and
Herzegovina)

NEK to cut-off the electricity supply to Kremikovtzi steel
factory (Bulgaria)

In the first four months of this year, coalmine Kreka produced
722,000 tons of coal, which was the record production in the last
ten years.

In mid May, National electricity company (NEK) started to reduce
electricity delivery to steel factory in Kremikovtzi due to non-payment of electricity bills. The outstanding debt reached some 2.7 million euros. The similar gradual power cuts for steel producer have
been imposed by NEK in February this year

The coalmine Kreka produces 43 % of overall coal production in
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The most of the coal or 80 %
was delivered to the largest thermal power plant (TPP) in the country, the TPP Tuzla (779 MW).
§ § §

Competition council approved the sale of oil companies to
Zarubezneft (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

NEK has earlier allowed payment of old factory’s bills of 42.5 million
euros in period of 10 years.
On the other hand, management of Kremikovtzi announced it would
appeal the decision of the NEK regarding 50 % reduction in electricity supply. In the same time, management claimed it had reduced
debts toward NEK down to 77,000 euros.
§ § §

Competition council (CC) of Bosnia and Herzegovina has approved
the sale of oil refinery in Brod, motor oil refinery in Modrica and fuel
distributor Petrol to Russian company Zarubezneft, i.e. to its subsidiary NefteGazInkor.

Germans to invest 100 million euros in wind farms
(Bulgaria)

The privatization contract is 979 million euros worth and its was
signed by the government of Republic of Srpska (RS) and Russian
company on February 2nd.

Germany company WE2, i.e. the local subsidiary Wind Park Stanata,
announced to invest some 100 million euros for the construction of
three wind farms in Northern Bulgaria.

It is expected that Russian company would now initiate the investment program in accordance to privatization contract.

During the first stage of the project, 13 wind turbines should be installed in the Dobrich region. That particular wind farm should produce 68.8 GWh of electricity per year.

Official from Chamber of commerce of Bosnia and Herzegovina
(BiH) expects that oil refinery could restart oil refinement in August
or September, which would reduce import of oil and oil derivatives
in the country. It estimated that oil refinement could reach 350,000
tons this year. In last year, BiH has imported 1.188 million tons of oil
derivatives, where most of the import came from Croatia (57.5 %).

The three wind farms should produce overall amount of 200 GWh
per year, where the project will be financed by the WE2’s parent
company WPD.
§ § §

Head of the Supervising board of oil refinery in Brod announced that
Russian company would renew old processing line (1.2 million tons
capacity). The new processing line (4 million tons capacity) would
be renewed in period of 42 months, he said.

AtomStroyExport to issue bonds for Belene project
(Bulgaria)

Minister of industry, energy and development of RS confirmed that
Russian investors were relieved after CC reached the final decision,
which would enable continuation of privatization of oil industry in
RS.

Russian company AtomStroyExport, the future constructor of nuclear power plant (NPP) Belene should take the loan against securities to fund the part of construction costs, the local papers said. The
worth of the loan should be some 45 million euros.

§ § §

EVN demanded increase in electricity prices (Bulgaria)
Electricity distributor EVN announced to demand 6.2 % increase in
electricity prices, the member of EVN’s executive council confirmed.
The first request was sent to State Energy and Water Regulatory
Commission (SEWRC) in October last year.
The new prices should be effective in July. Official from EVN said
that SEWRC has the authority to reduce the electricity prices in case
when electricity distributor fails to provide quality electrical energy,
yet he reminded that this mostly happened due to old electricity
network.
EVN also announced to invest some 60 million euros for the upgrade
of electricity grid in region of Sliven in order to solve the problems in
quality of electricity supply.

The French bank BNP Paribas has earlier won in the tender for providing the 250 million euros bridge loan for funding the construction of the 4 billion euros worth NPP.
Director of AtomStroyExport said that successful implementation
of the Belene project would enable them to become the leader in
South European market.
In related news, Bulgaria’s media reported that Fropost Management targets purchase of 30.8 % of stake in AtomStroyExport. Due
to non-existence of any information about potential buyer, Russian authorities did not approve the transaction. In 2006th, Fropost
named Citadel fund (the joint venture of Gazprom and German’s
United Financial Group) as one of its shareholders.
In 2006th, the Gazprom Bank sold 19 % of shares in AtomStroyExport and agreed to sell another 30.8 %, conditional to regulatory
approval.
§ § §

§ § §
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EU energy commissioner against the restart of units in
Kozloduy (Bulgaria)
Andris Piebalgs, the EU energy commissioner, told to media that the
issue of units 3 and 4 in nuclear power plant (NPP) Kozloduy was
resolved in 1999th. He confirmed that his and European commission standpoints have not been changed over this issue despite the
high pressures.
Energy commissioner believes that Bulgaria will have important
role as an oil and natural gas transit country in Europe. He called
for diversification of Bulgaria’s energy sources, increase of energy
efficiency and development of renewable energy sources.
Piebalgs said the Bulgaria’s strong dependency to Russia was conditioned by historical relations, i.e. by transport infrastructure built
decades ago.

Parliament ratified two oil pipeline agreements (Bulgaria)
In the end of May, parliament of Bulgaria approved two agreements
for construction of oil pipelines.
On May 30th, the parliament approved the agreement for construction of Bourgas-Alexandropoulos oil pipeline, which would be built
by Russia (51 % stake), Greece and Bulgaria (24.5 %). The tripartite
agreement was signed in March 15th this year. The agreement was
already ratified by the parliaments of Greece and Russia. The 280km
long pipeline should be finished in 2010th and the initial capacity
of the pipeline should be 35 million tons (to be extended at 50 million tons). The worth of the project is estimated at 700-900 billion
dollars.

§ § §

In the last day of May, Bulgarian parliament ratified the agreement
for construction of Bourgas-Vlora oil pipeline, i.e. AMBO pipeline.
The pipeline should be 917km long and the worth of the project is
estimated at 1.2 billion dollars. The construction works should start
in 2008th and the pipeline should be operational in 2011th.

Power regulatory to be allowed to impose fines under RES
bill (Bulgaria)

§ § §

According to the draft bill proposed by energy parliamentary committee, Bulgaria’s power regulator will be allowed to impose high
fines (from 10,000 to 500,000 euros) to regional electricity distributors and National electric company (NEK) in case if they do not allow
connection of new hydro, wind or biomass power plants.
The draft bill was intended to promote renewable energy sources
(RES) and it should be reconsidered by the parliament. The bill could
be an answer to the complaints of several investors, which claim the
electricity distribution companies and NEK refused to connect new
power plants to the grid.
According to draft bill, electricity distributors and NEK will be obliged
to purchase electricity produced from RES (excluding hydropower
plants with power output above 10 MW) at preferential prices set by
national power regulator.

Dalekovod to build 400kV power line between Tirana and
Podgorica (Croatia)
Croatian company Dalekovod confirmed that it was selected by the
Albanian transmission system operator, the KESH-OST, and Power
utility of Montenegro (EPCG), to build 400kV interconnection line
between Tirana and Podgorica. The project will be turnkey type, and
it will be funded by the German government and KfW bank. Dalekovod offered to build the power line for 42 million euros.
The overhead power line will have 76.14 km long double section
and 80.80 km single section. The project also includes construction
of 400kV bus bars in existing 400/220kV substation Elbasan 2 and
two bus bars in 400/220kV substation Podgorica 2.

§ § §

Due to complexity of the project, the tender procedure was prolonged for three times, and only two bids were submitted, by the
Dalekovod and jointly by Sag and Elektrovod (Slovakia).

2 % increase in electricity prices for households (Bulgaria)

The final contract for construction of the power line should be
signed in the beginning of July.

State Energy and Water Regulatory Commission (SEWRC) confirmed
that household electricity prices would increase by 1-2 % in July this
year. This was confirmed by the SEWRC’s head Konstantin Shushulov.
The request was discussed by the SEWRC and the representatives of
electricity producers in the closed meeting. The producers explained
the request with the increase in coal prices. The SEWRC refused to
approve large increase in prices and announced to negotiate with
the state-owned mining companies.
In the same time, SEWRC confirmed that heating tariffs for the
households in Sofia and Plovdiv would not be increased from July
1st having in mind that heating companies failed the submit new
prices in accordance to rules.
As for natural gas prices, the state owned gas company Bulgargaz
announced to submit request for increase in natural gas prices in
July.
§ § §

§ § §

33.1 million euros of profit for HEP in 2006th (Croatia)
According to the consolidated financial report published on Zagreb
Stock Exchange, Croatian power utility (HEP) has reported 33.1 million euros of profit in 2006th, which was 48.4 % lower comparing
to 2005th.
In the same time, overall incomes reached 1.4 billion euros, which
was 6.2 % higher comparing to previous year. Overall expenses
reached 1.34 billion euros (8.1 % increase). The increase in incomes
is the consequence of 7.2 % increase in electricity sales (1.2 billion
euros) and increase in other incomes by 5.6 %.
HEP reported 62.75 million euros of incomes from heat energy sales
(6.1 % reduction) and 33.2 million euros of incomes from natural gas
activities (2.9 % reduction).
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The cost for electricity import was 278.22 million euros (10.8 % increase), while fuel expenses reached 242.5 million euros (21 % increase). In 2006th, fuel oil price increased by 31 %, natural gas by 15
% and price of imported electricity increased by 25 %.
Due to unfavorable hydrology, hydropower plants reduced electricity production by 10 %.
The payroll expenses stood at 215 million euros (5.4 % increase),
while amortization expenses reached 244 million euros (3.6 % increase).
The current debt of the households toward HEP increased from 52.3
million euros to 54.82 million euros, while debts of industrial customers increased from 104.2 million euros up to 105.9 million euros.
In the same time, debts of foreign customers reduced from 15 million euros to 5.9 million euros.
§ § §

The construction of Claus facility in Sisak refinery continues
(Croatia)
Officials from oil refinery in Sisak confirmed that construction of
Claus facility (desulphurization installation) in the refinery was progressing in accordance to plans.
Oil industry of Croatia (INA) should invest overall amount of 400 million euros for modernization of Sisak refinery. As for Claus facility, 24
million euros will be invested during the first phase, while another 8
million euros will be invested in the second phase of the project.
§ § §

The longest ever uninterruptible operation of NPP Krsko
(Croatia)
According to official press release, the nuclear power plant (NPP)
Krsko, jointly managed by Croatia and Slovenia, has achieved the
longest ever uninterruptible operation in its history.
After the latest overhaul, performed in period April 8th-May 14th
last year, the NPP was in service continuously. The overhaul included several improvements, such as replacement of low-pressure turbine, increase of utilization rate and increase of power output by 20
MW. The nominal power output of the NPP is now 727 MW, and the
annual production should be increased by 150 GWh per year. It is
planned that 22nd fuel cycle of the NPP should last until October
this year.
In April this year, NPP Krsko produced 487.25 GWh, which was 0.46
% higher than planned. In the same time, utilization and availability
rate reached 100 %.
§ § §

Koncar delivered equipment to EDF (Croatia)
The company Koncar, the distribution and special transformers
division, has delivered the first transformer to the French national
power company EDF, management of the company said.
The 4 MW transformer will be installed in new thermal power plant
(TPP) in city of Vitry. Koncar’s energy transformers division will also
deliver the main energy transformer for the TPP.

§ § §

54 % reduction in quarterly profit for PPC (Greece)
According to consolidated financial report submitted by Public
power corporation (PPC), the net profit in the first quarter this year
was reduced 54 % comparing to last year, mostly due to extremely
warm and dry winter.
The net profit reached 41 million euros, comparing to 88.4 million
euros last year. Overall incomes rose by 3.5 % up to 1.24 billion euros, while Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) decreased by 20.1% down to 235.6 million euros. The
incomes from energy sales increased by 3.8 % up to 1.112 billion
euros, due to average 4.8 % increase in electricity tariffs imposed in
August last year.
The operational expenses reached 1 billion euros (11.2 % increase),
mainly due to increased costs for natural gas and energy purchases,
which was the consequence of the reduced production in hydropower plants (HPPs). The electricity production in HPPs was decreased by 71 % comparing to the last year.
The natural gas fired power plants produced 83 % of electricity
more comparing to the last year, which resulted in 161.2 million
euros of expenses (68.4 % increase). The expenses for energy purchases reached 151.7 million euros (67.8 % increase), due to sale of
large quantities from third parties to the Pool and increase in system
marginal price. The direct electricity import reached 307 GWh (51 %
increase).
Liquid fuel expenses were reduced by 12.7 % down to 138.9 million
euros, due to reduction in liquid fuel prices and generation.
The payroll expenses reached 336.7 million euros (4.4 % increase),
which was the consequence of the collective agreement and seniority salary adjustments. The headcount reduced by 965 employees.
§ § §

HTSO and TEIAS to establish temporary electricity
connection (Greece)
Greece’s transmission system operator (HTSO) and its Turkish counterpart, the TEIAS, announced works for establishment of temporarily connection between two power grids through 150kV network.
The connection should be established by June 15th, while related
works and preparation are in progress.
The new electricity link will imply connection of part of Turkish power system, which includes power plants in Hamitabat (240 MW) and
local consumption (60 MW), to the substation in Didymotecho in
Greece.
By this connection, import capacity from Turkish power system will
be 120 MWh/h in band with option to increase hourly import at 180
MWh.
Due to specific nature of abovementioned electricity connection,
participants in the daily Greek electricity market, i.e. the holders of
supplier’s license, should submit following documents if they want
to realize import from Turkey:
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Bilateral Agreement signed with Trader of the Turkish System
Export License from the Turkish System, issued by EMRA
(the Energy Market Regulatory Authority in Turkey (www.emra.org.
tr) to the respective trader in Turkey
This particular import will be charged in accordance to the Inter
TSO Compensation Mechanism (ITC) of ETSO.

cial details were revealed. Enel and Copelouzos are already partners
in the Enelco consortium, which submitted bid for construction of
gas fired power plant
Out of the abovementioned power output, 84 MW will be in operating power plants, while 43 MW will be in the wind farms under
construction. By this acquisition, Enel will become one of the three
largest wind power producers in Greece.

§ § §
§ § §

European Commission approved monopoly for Greece-Italy
natural gas pipeline (Greece)
European Commission (EC) gave the conditional approval to Greece
and Italy regarding the almost exclusively monopoly over the future natural gas pipeline between two countries to the company’s
that have been building the pipeline.
EC said that by allowing the two pipeline’s builders, the Italian Edison and Greece DEPA, preferred access to the pipeline, the competition on Italian gas market would be increased.
EU standard policy is to allow equal access to all potential users,
but EC believes that this exception would allow Edison to compete
more efficiently with ENI, the most dominant company on Italian
gas market. EC also confirmed that some access would be given to
the third parties during the 25-years period.
The main EC’s conditions for this approval are related to the obligation of Italy and Greece to provide more information regarding
the origin of the natural gas. If gas originates from other countries
other than Russia, Algeria and Norway (which are main suppliers
at the moment), the justification for allowing the monopoly will be
stronger, EC said. EC believes this particular pipeline could transport natural gas from non-traditional suppliers, such as Azerbaijan
or Egypt, which would increase stability of gas supply in EU. This
was also the main intention of the pipeline builders.
The 212 km long gas pipeline will connect Stavrolimenas in northwestern Greece and Otranto in Italy. The construction works should
start in 2008th and it should be finished in 2011th. The worth of the
project is estimated at 390 million euros, where EU will fund 40 %
of the amount. The new pipeline will be part of Turkey-Greece-Italy
link known as Southern Europe Gas Ring. The link between Greece
and Turkey should be completed in June this year.
§ § §

Joint venture of NEK and Copelouzos Group to import
electricity (Greece)
NECO, the joint venture of Greek Copelouzos Group and Bulgaria’s
National electric company (NEK) announced to import 100 MWh/h
of electricity in Greece this June.
This would be the first transaction for NECO after the venture was
established.
§ § §

Enel to buy wind farms (Greece)
Italian Enel announced it would buy wind farms from Copelouzos
Group. The overall power output of these farms is 127 MW. No finan-

Parliament to ratify AMBO convention (Macedonia)
Macedonia should very soon approve the tripartite convention for
construction of AMBO pipeline. This was said by the ministry of
economy after parliamentary committee approved the convention
in the end of May. The initial agreement for construction of the oil
pipeline, which will connect Bulgaria, Macedonia and Albania, was
signed in Skopje in January this year.
The construction of the pipeline will be carried out by AMBO consortium that managed to provide 900 million dollars for the 1.2 billion dollars worth project. The length of the pipeline should be 917
km, with transport capacity of 35 million tons of oil per year, where
the pipeline should be operational by the 2011th.
The company has signed the protocol with Albania regarding the
terminal points of the pipeline, while the similar contract should be
signed with Bulgaria in June.
Macedonia expects to collect some 30 million dollars from transit
fees. In the same time, new oil pipeline will provide safety in oil supply by construction of extension toward OKTA refinery.
§ § §

ESM announced construction of new substations
(Macedonia)
Power utility of Macedonia (ESM)-Distribution announced the start
of construction of two new large 110kV substations in Petrovac and
Dracevo. The new substations should improve quality in electricity
supply in that part of Skopje. The worth of the project is estimated
at 1.2 million euros, while the construction works should start by
the end of the month.
ESM already started construction of another 110kV substation in
Tearce, in Tetovo region, in the last year. The cost of this project is
some 1.7 million euros.
In this year, ESM should finish the construction of 110kV substations
in Kicevo and Gevgelija.
The overall investments in this year should reach 43 million euros,
where 76 % will be invested in electricity networks.
In the related news, ESM announced that starting from June 1st, it
would start to disconnect customers which did not pay old electricity bills. Management of the company expressed satisfaction with
the campaign for paying of old electricity debts, having in mind
that large number of customers paid bills in full or in monthly payments.
§ § §
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MEPSO signed new supply contracts with industrial
customers (Macedonia)

Italian Terna interested for cooperation with EPCG
(Montenegro)

Macedonia’s transmission system operator (MEPSO) announced
that managers of nine large industrial customers and MEPSO have
signed new electricity supply agreements for period after June 1st.

Italian Transmission system operator, the Terna, is interested for
cooperation with Power utility of Montenegro (EPCG), says in the
letter of Italian foreign minister Massimo D’Alema sent to Montenegro’s foreign minister Milan Rocen.

According to changes in Energy law, starting from May 1st, the large
industrial customers in Macedonia are entitled to purchase 45 % of
overall electricity needs at regulated prices, while the rest should
be purchased on free market, by MEPSO or by power traders. Those
customers are also obliged to submit bank guarantees for electricity delivery.
The preliminary supply agreements were signed by Feni, Silmak,
LNM, Usje, Makstil, Skopski leguri, OKTA, Bucim and Macedonian
railways. The current regulated price is some 29.6 euros per MWh.
Silmak and Feni already have purchased a part of electricity needs
in May from power traders. Silmak confirmed it purchased some 18
MWh/h during night.
Silmak earlier announced to sign draft supply agreement with MEPSO, the same as Railway company, to which MEPSO delivers some
27 GWh of electricity per year, and Makstil, with annual consumption of 240 GWh.
§ § §

Gama won back the license for natural gas transport
(Macedonia)
The company Gama has regained its license for natural gas transport, after second-degree parliamentary committee cancelled the
decision of Regulatory energy commission (REC).
In March this year, REC has revoked the Gama’s license after Gama
failed to submit Rules for setting the natural gas prices, i.e. transport, distribution and supply tariffs.
In that moment, government announced to establish new natural
gas transport company. The government did not comment the latest development.
The head of REC, Slave Ivanovski, confirmed that the court decision
was final, without right to appeal. According to him, the license
could be cancelled once again if Gama fails to obey law.
The license revoking was just formal, having in mind that Gama
continued to supply local companies and having in mind that REC
did not issue transport license to some other company.
Joint stock company Gama is equally managed by the government
and oil distributor Makpetrol, and according to Energy law, the
company in charge for natural gas transport needs to be majority
owned by the state.
In the related news, high official of Gama confirmed that project
for gasification of free economic zone in Bunardzik was developing
in accordance to plans. In the beginning of autumn, Gama should
install the gas pipelines.
§ § §

By this letter, Italian minister recommended Terna and confirmed
Terna’s interest for participation in electricity transmission and distribution business in Montenegro.
Minister Rocen believes that Terna’s presence in Montenegro would
strengthen economic and political relations between two countries.
He reminded that Terna’s officials visited Montenegro in March this
year and had several meetings with government’s officials.
In the related news, Italia Opera group expressed interest for production of electricity from waste. This was said during the visit of
Italian businessmen to Montenegro. During the visit, Italians met
the local businessmen and government’s officials.
§ § §

EPCG launched tender for import of electricity in July and
August (Montenegro)
On May 15th, Power utility of Montenegro (EPCG) launched a tender for import of 84.63 GWh of electricity in July and August this
year. EPCG demanded to import 24.18 GWh during night and 60.45
GWh during day.
According to EPCG’s estimations, the cost of import will reach 5.8
million euros. EPCG divided requested amount in three lots, where
interested companies would be able to place bids for parts of the
lots.
The first lot refers to import of 15.81 GWh (or 30 MWh/h) electricity
during day (from 07:00 until 24:00) in July. The second lot refers to
import of 14.88 GWh (or 80 MWh/h) during night (from 00:00 until
06:00) and 44.640 GWh (80 MWh/h) during day in August. Finally,
the third lot refers to import of 9.3 GWh (or 50 MWh/h) during night
(from 00:00 until 06:00) in August.
EPCG preserves the right to change the import of electricity by +/20 % on weekly level.
The only criteria for the best bid will be the most favorable financial
offer. The bids could be submitted until June 11th at 1130h, and the
bidders will be informed about tender results in period of 30 days
at the latest.
According to estimations, EPCG will spend some 77 million euros
for the electricity import in 2007th.
§ § §

TPP Pljevlja started capital overhaul (Montenegro)
In mid May, thermal power plant (TPP) Pljevlja was disconnected
from power grid for the purpose of capital overhaul. TPP will be out
of service for 3.5 months.
The cost of the overhaul is estimated at 10.4 million euros. According to plans, the revitalization and maintenance works will be car-
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ried out on the boiler, the turbine and the generator. In the same
time, management and supervising systems of the TPP will be modernized.
The cost of the revitalization of boiler will be 5.3 million euros; 2.8
million euros will be spent for the renewal of various equipment,
while 900,000 euros should be invested for increase of power output from 210 MW up to 225 MW. It is planned that TPP’s annual production should be increased by 90 to 130 GWh after the overhaul.
In 2007th, TPP has produced 410 GWh of electricity, which was in
accordance to plans, technical director of the TPP said. According
to plans, TPP Pljevlja should produce 900 GWh of electricity in this
year.
According to the management of Power utility of Montenegro
(EPCG), the maintenance costs of TPP in period 2007th-2013th will
be 45.3 million euros. Out of that amount, 27.15 million euros will
be invested for solving the environmental problems. The funds will
be also invested for construction of new transport system.
One of the main problems for the TPP now is the physical stability of coal ash and cinder depot Maljevac. The depot is overfilled,
and solving of this problem will be one of the main priorities for the
EPCG. EPCG plans to stabilize and cultivate the old depot (7 million
euros cost) and to build a new one (4.6 million euros cost).

Earlier, the representatives of Hellenic Petroleum and Serbian NIS
informed the management of Montenegrobonus they would not
submit bids although they purchased tender documentation. The
Russian Lukoil also did not submit a bid.
Slovenian Petrol offered to invest 154.55 million euros in the company during 2007th and in the next five years.
According to bid, Slovenians are ready to invest 14.3 million euros
this year, 64 million euros in 2008th, 22.8 million euros in 2009th,
while in the last three yeas of the investment cycle, Petrol is ready
to invest 17.8 million euros each year.
Petrol plans to invest 36 million euros for construction of 15 new
petrol stations. 70 million euros would be invested for gasification
projects in Podgorica, 27.5 million euros for construction of liquefied natural gas and petroleum terminals in Bar port, while 17 million euros would be invested for construction of gas substations.
Hungarian MOL offered overall investment in joint venture of
105.14 million euros, with an option to enlarge investment up to
130 million euros.
In 2007th, MOL was ready to invest 2.5 million euros, 29.9 million
euros in 2008th, 28.98 million euros in 2009th, 13.87 million euros
in 2010th, 15.31 million euros in 2011th and in the last year, 14.54
million euros.

§ § §

Reduction in electricity losses in the first quarter
(Montenegro)
According to the director of Functional division of Distribution in
Power utility of Montenegro (EPCG), the electricity losses in the first
quarter of 2007th reduced by 11.1 %,from 35.7 % down to 24.6 %,
which is equal to 5.5 million euros of savings.
Data showed that only 70,000 customers pay their electricity bills
regularly, while the rest of 80,000 customers are behind the schedule.

Croatian INA offered to invest overall amount of 130.5 million euros until 2012th. 28.5 million euros would have been invested for
development of the company, 56 million euros for construction of
terminals in Bar port, 7.8 million euros for gasification of Podgorica
and another nine cities in the country. INA planned to invest 15.9
million euros, 34.5 million euros, 23.3 million euros, 11 million euros and 45.7 million euros in period 2008th-2012th, respectively. In
2007th, INA did not offer any investments.
The future joint venture will start construction of oil terminals
(20,000 cubic meters minimum) and natural gas terminals (8,000
cubic meters minimum) and construction of at least 15 petrol stations all over the country.
§ § §

Director reminded that EPCG established central team, which made
supervisions in several control points in areas with low collection
rate of electricity bills. EPCG plans to reach 7.38 % reduction in electricity losses this year, which would imply 15 million euros of savings comparing to the last year.
Director also announced the company would install 30,000 of new
electricity meters, which will also help the losses reduction.

Privatization of TPP Pljevlja and coalmine Pljevlja in final
phase (Montenegro)
Tender commission for privatization of thermal power plant (TPP)
Pljevlja and coalmine Pljevlja announced it has been finalizing technical details of the privatization contract.

§ § §

Slovenian Petrol won in the tender for Montenegrobonus
(Montenegro)
Slovenian oil company won in the tender for establishment of joint
venture with state oil company Montenegrobonus. The bids were
also submitted by Hungarian MOL and Croatian INA, where Petrol’s
financial offer was the highest.
The bids were opened on May 22nd, and the winner was announced
on May 31st. The second ranked bidder was MOL. The MOL and INA
are giver seven-day period to file an appeal.

Officials from the Agency for restructuring and foreign investments
also confirmed that finals versions of the contract for the coalmine
have been prepared.
Agency still needs to finish privatization contract for TPP, i.e. to adjust the six subcontracts related to the water usage, ash disposal,
and minimum electrical energy reserves for Aluminum factory in
case of tripping.
After all contract have been finalized, tender commission will sent
them to the Russian EN Plus Group, the first ranked bidder in the
tender. Sources from the government also implied that privatization of two companies could be finalized very soon.
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Tender for sale of 100 % of shares in TPP Pljevlja and 31 % of shares
in the coalmine was launched two years ago, and repeated tender
was closed in June last year.
EN Plus offered 50 million euros in cash and 274 million euros of
investments for two companies.
In the same time, politicians, experts and public in Montenegro
becomes more and more polarized regarding privatization of most
important energy companies in the country. The ruling DPS and
management of the coalmine is in favor of privatization, while SDP,
smaller coalition partner in the government, management of EPCG
and opposition parties are strongly against the privatization.

tized after they have been transferred to the Authority for State Assets Recovery (AVAS).
The main reason for privatization is the need for large investment
for restructuring and environmental purposes. Minister believes
that some 2 billion euros needs to be invested for installation of
desulphurization equipment in those companies. If not, the power
complexes should be shutdown by 2010th, according to EU environmental standards.
Minister announced talks between political parties, employers association and unions regarding the new energy strategy. He announced new plans for Transgaz and Romgaz, which should be
presented very soon.

During the parliamentary session, SDP and all opposition parties
announced to demand from the government to cancel the privatization procedure. The opposition parties announced to submit the
interpellation over government’s energy policy. Opposition parties
claim the privatization of energy complex in Pljevlja would increase
electricity deficit in the country and cause increase in electricity
prices. Opposition believes that state should manage energy sector
in the country.

In related news, trade unions from Turceni and Rovinari started a
strike after the companies have been transferred from ministry of
economy and finance to AVAS. The strike led to the reduction of
production in two companies by two thirds, in accordance to legal obligations during strike. The trade unions from Craiova did not
start strike.

On the other hand, ruling DPS believe that cancellation of privatization would be disastrous for energy sector.

§ § §

Director of the Agency for restructuring and foreign investments
could not tell whether the potential approval of interpellation
would endanger privatization procedure for TPP and the coalmine.
§ § §

Draft energy strategy for period 2007th-2020th presented
(Romania)
In mid May, minister of economy and finance, Varujan Vosganian,
finalized a draft energy strategy of Romania for period 2007th
2020th. The document will be subject to public debate by the midJune, when government should perform the final review of the proposal.

Three power companies provide some 30 % of national electricity
needs.

41 million tons of coal to be produced in 2007th (Romania)
According to Romania’s Energy Strategy for period 2007-20220th,
in 2007th, coal production should reach 41 million tons (32.6 million tons of lignite and 3 million tons of black coal).
In 2008th, coal production should reduce to 35.2 million tons, while
in 2009th, coal production will rise to 38.2 million tons, and the national coal production should reach 39.6 million tons in 2010th. Out
of that amount, 35 million tons will be lignite and 3.2 million tons
will be black coal.
In 2015th, coal production should reach 37.1 million tons, and finally the coal production should reach 39.4 million tons in 2020th.

Ministry plans to keep under state control some of the most important electricity producers in order to provide safety of national
electricity system. Government plans to preserve the control over
units 1 and 2 in nuclear power plant (NPP) Cernavoda, hydropower
plant (HPP) Portile de Fier, HPP on Olt Inferior and Lotru.

According to the report presented by ministry of economy and finance, Romania should invest over two billion euros in mining sector in period 2006th-2020th. The investments will be related to the
closing down of exhausted mines, upgrade and modernization of
the equipment in the coalmines and by granting the state aid for
coal production.

According to the draft energy strategy, modernization of energy
sector will require some 9.9 billion euros of investments having in
mind that over 50 % of all power plants and distribution networks
are out of date.

Government plans to close down some 71 coalmines during the
10th stage of the Program of mine closing down and preservation.
The overall expenses of this project should amount to some 450
million euros.
§ § §

In the same time, some 1.8 billion euros should be invested in renewable energy sources (RES) in Romania by 2015th. The investments will be related to construction of some 1,600 MW in RES.

5.4 million tons of oil to be produced in 2007th (Romania)

§ § §

AVAS took over Rovinari, Turceni and Craiova, trade unions
launch strikes in power complexes (Romania)
Romanian minister of economy and finance, Varujan Vosganian,
announced that power complexes in Rovinari (1.320 MW), Turceni
(1,980 MW) and Craiova (930 MW) should be immediately priva-

According to the draft energy strategy of Romania for period 2007th
2020th, the crude oil production in Romania should reach 5.1 million tons of oil equivalent in 2015th, comparing to planned production of 5.4 million tons this year and in 2008th.
In 2009th and 2010th, the oil production should stand at 5.2 million
tons.
Until 2025th, Romania’s oil reserves will reduce by 6.6 times, down
to 12 million tons, comparing to 80 million tons in 2006th.
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The oil reserves in 2007th are estimated at 76 million tons, in 2010th
at 64 million tons, in 2015th 45 million tons and in 2020th, Romania’s oil reserves should stand at 28 million tons.
Estimated annual decrease in oil production should reach 2-4 %,
while degree of replacement of reserves will not be higher than 1520 %.
In the related news, it is estimated that oil transactions in Romanian market reached 9 billion euros, which should be doubled by
2010th. Romania’s major oil companies, such as Petrol and Rompetrol, announced expansion in Asia, Balkans and Mediterranean. In
the same time, multinational oil companies, such as MOL, Lukoil
and Eni, announced market consolidation of their local branches
in Romania.
§ § §

Price of natural gas from domestic sources to increase by
53 % in 2009th (Romania)
According to draft energy strategy of Romania, the price of natural
gas from domestic sources should rise up to 260 dollars per 1,000
cubic meters in 2009th, which will be 53 % increase comparing to
present prices. In the same time, government predicted that price
of imported natural gas would rise only by 1.4 %, up to 294 dollars.

thorities will be divided among three managers. The deputy executive manager was responsible, among others, for relations with
investors, treasury, corporate and judicial affairs and natural gas activities.
In the related news, Petrom announced the first achievements of
projects for modernization of oil refineries, which should be carried
out until 2010th. The strategy was revised in October last year and
company plans to invest over 1 billion euros for modernization of
Petrobrazi and Arpechim refinery.
According to the Jeffrey Rinker, member of the Executive Board of
Petrom, in charge of refining, Petrobrazi refinery will be the most
modern and efficient refinery in Romania. The refinery will increase
the output from current level of 4.5 million tons per year up to 6 million tons. The utilization rate of the Petrobrazi refinery should reach
95 %, comparing to 86 % at the end of 2006th. Diesel production
should increase up to 2.1 million tons per year.
The most important projects in Petrobrazi will be the expansion of
atmospheric and vacuum distillation unit, the modernization of the
gas separation unit and a new hydrogen plant, modernization of
energy and water systems and construction of new tanks in order to
increase operational flexibility. Environmental protection will made
a large part of new projects, where the investments will be aimed to
reduce emission of sulfur dioxide.

According to estimations, the price of domestic natural gas will rise
by 45 % in 2008th, up to 248 dollars, comparing to the estimation
of 170 dollars for this year.

Investments in Arpechim should improve energy efficiency and
optimize production. The most important project will be related
to system for gasoline blending, improving the production system
and distribution and improving the gasoline quality.

In 2008th and 2009th, the price of imported natural gas, comparing
to estimation of 290 dollars for this year, will rise up to 292 dollars
and 294 dollars, respectively.

Petrom announced installation of new oil and oil products pipelines, which should provide the flexibility of the crude supply and
better cooperation between two refineries.

During the negotiations with EU prior the accession, Romania was
obliged to harmonize the price of imported and domestic natural
gas prices until the end of 2008th.

§ § §

§ § §

57 % reduction in profit for Petrom in the first quarter
(Romania)
Oil company Petrom reported 57 % reduction in net profit in the
first quarter this year. The profit reached 117 million euros, comparing to 270 million euros in the same period last year.
In the same period, company’s incomes decreased by 12 %, from
956 million euros last year down to 842 million euros this year. Operational profit reduced by 63 %, down to 121 million euros.
The main negative impact was the reduction in crude oil prices (7
% drop) and appreciation of domestic currency comparing to US
dollar (13 % increase). The decrease in output also affected business
results.
Investments in the first quarter have increased by 24 %, up to 169
million euros.
Petrom plans to achieve 3.25 billion euros of incomes this year,
which would be 18.46 % lower comparing to 2006th. The net profit
in this year should reach 520 million euros (25.8 % reduction).
Petrom announced some personal changes by the end of the year.
Deputy executive manager will leave the company, while his au-

No increase in energy prices in 2007th (Romania)
Minister of economy and finance, Varujan Vosganian, said the energy prices would not rise in this year. The natural gas prices would
not change in this year, he said, as well as electricity prices, which
would depend on natural gas prices and hydropower production.
The situation in electricity system will be improved after unit 2 in
nuclear power plant (NPP) Cernavoda was put in service in September.
§ § §

Enel to takeover Electrica Muntenia Sud (Romania)
The government of Romania instructed ministry of economy and
finance and Authority for State Assets Recovery (AVAS) to approve
the privatization contract for sale of electricity distributor Electrica
Muntenia Sud to Italian Enel. The privatization contract should be
signed on July 17th this year.
The Italian Enel won in the tender in June last year by offering the
820 million euros for 67.5 % of the shares in the company. Electrica
Muntenia Sud is considered as the best electricity distribution company in the country, which supplies 1.1 million customers in capital
Bucharest and neighboring counties.
§ § §
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New energy minister announced continuation of energy
projects (Serbia)
New minister of energy and mining, Aleksandar Popovic, said that
government would very soon continue activities regarding privatization of Oil industry of Serbia (NIS) in accordance to the already
presented privatization model.
Minister also announced it would have a meeting with Russian
partners regarding the construction of natural gas pipeline from
Nis to Sofia. The project was given the highest priority, having in
mind its strategic significance for Serbia, minister said. By construction of new gas pipeline, Serbia would have two import routes for
natural gas and it would increase stability in natural gas supply during winter.
In December last year, government of Serbia and Gazprom have
signed Memorandum of understanding for construction of 400 km
long natural gas pipeline across Serbia, form Bulgarian to Croatian
border. The worth of the project is estimated at 1 billion dollars,
where Serbia expects to collect some 200 million dollars of transit
fees. According to plans, the pipeline could be operational in 2010th
or in 2011th. One of the main priorities will be also the construction
of underground natural gas storage facility in Banatski Dvor.
In the end of May, minister attended the start of construction of 50
km of natural gas networks in Nis (50,000 new household customers, 1.6 million euros worth project). Minister also visited Uzice to
announce the start of the construction of new natural gas substation, which will enable connection of 13,000 new customers in the
next five years. The worth of the project is 2.8 million euros.
Minister said that government of Serbia plans to gasify entire Serbia
in the next four years, after which local municipalities in cooperation with strategic partners would connect new customers.
Popovic also announced tenders for construction of new power
plants. Government also wants to support alternative energy sources, such as wind energy, geothermal energy, biomass and biogas,
which utilization in Serbia is very low, minister said.

According to estimations, the cost of the project could be between
100 and 150 million euros, where HPP Buk Bijela would produce
some 600 GWh of electricity per year. If Montenegro had not abandoned the project, the HPP would have been able to produce 1.12T
Wh per year.
In the same time, director of CEZ Serbia, Aleksandar Obradovic, announced the Czech company was interested for new investments in
electricity sector in the region, where one of the potential projects
could be HPP Buk Bijela.
CEZ earlier expressed interest for construction of new thermal power plants (TPPs) in Ugljevik, Tuzla and Kakanj. In Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, CEZ was short-listed as one of the potential
strategic partners, Obradovic confirmed.
§ § §

Regulatory energy agency requested postponement of
new tariffs (Serbia)
Regulatory energy agency (REA) has demanded from government
of Serbia to postpone the application of new electricity tariff methodology for the households. If government approves the request,
application of new tariffs will start from September 1st this year instead from June 1st. The application of new tariffs was already postponed in April this year.
REA explained the request was made after Power utility of Serbia
(EPS) said it would not be able to calculate new electricity prices in
accordance to new tariff methodology on time.
According to changes in Energy law, REA will be responsible for
the approval of changes in electricity prices, comparing to previous procedure when government and EPS directly negotiated new
prices. New tariff system should also separate particular costs, i.e.
production, transmission and distribution costs.
§ § §

§ § §

EPS calls for construction of new power plants (Serbia)
Governments of Serbia and Republic of Srpska to start
negotiations on HPP Buk Bijela (Serbia & Bosnia and
Herzegovina)
Minister of energy, economy and development of Republic of Srpska (RS), Rajko Ubiparip, confirmed the RS, after government of
Serbia was finally elected, would initiate negotiations with Serbia
regarding the joint construction of hydropower plant (HPP) Buk Bijela on Drina River.
Due to decision of Montenegro, which did not want to participate
in the project due to environmental reasons, new HPP would have
150MW power output instead of original of 550MW, minister said.
According to Serbian newspapers, Power utility of Serbia (EPS) is
also highly interested for Buk Bijela project. EPS expects that two
governments would reach an agreement regarding the start of the
project, which could be one of the most profitable projects in the
region. Management of EPS believes that HPP would not cause any
ecological damages having in mind that HPP would not be built on
Tara River (as it was originally planned) but on Drina river.

Deputy general manager of Power utility of Serbia (EPS), Zoran Manasijevic, warned that Serbia could face electricity shortages very
soon, if the decision for construction of new thermal power plant
(TPP) was not reached in this year.
EPS expects that the state would speed up the launching the tender
for selection of strategic partner for construction of TPP Kolubara B
(700) MW). It is estimated that some 550 million euros should be invested for completion of TPP, the construction of which was started
20 years ago. Manasijevic is also in favor of construction of unit 3
(700 MW) in TPP Nikola Tesla B. The last time EPS built the power
plant was 15 years ago.
In the related news, director of the largest hydropower plant (HPP)
in Serbia, the HPP Djerdap (6x180 MW) confirmed the capital renewal of the HPP would start in June 2008th. Until 2014th, one
unit will be revitalized each year. The HPP will be revitalized by the
Russian companies, in accordance to agreement for settlement of
clearing debts between Russia and Serbia, as well as several local
companies.
§ § §
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organization:

Tenders:

EBRD, related Romania

Iasi District Heating Project
Content:

Electricity
Company /
organization:

EAR, related Kosovo

Construction of Fly ash Load out, Storage silos and Mixing Facilities for
Stan Trg Mine, re - launch
Content:

The contract consists of Construction of Fly ash Load
out, Storage silos and Mixing facilities for Stan Trg
Mine in order to provide continuous supply of fly
ash from Kosovo Energy Corporation (KEK) power
plant, to fill the voids left after the extraction of ore
at Stan Trg mine.

The Project, which has a total estimated cost of
about €31.8 million, proposed to be financed by the
Bank, the Swiss Government and S.C.CET Iasi S.A,
will require the procurement of the following goods
and works:
- Supply and Installation of thermal modules (expected to be partly donor funded)
- Supply and Installation of the equipment in the
Central Sub-stations, including the automation
equipment (expected to be partly donor funded)
- Rehabilitation Works for the Central Sub-stations,
including Buildings Rehabilitation
- Rehabilitation Works for the Heat Distribution Network

The project includes the construction works for fly
ash load out facilities at KEK power plant and construction of storage and mixing facilities at Stan Trg
mine including design, steel and reinforced concrete
works, electronic and mechanical fittings and other
appropriate works..
Deadline:
Contact:

Company /
organization:

16 August 2007 at 17:00 CET.
Operational Centre Pristina
Procurement Unit
Head of Procurement Unit
1, Kosovo Street
Pristina, Kosovo UNMIK
Fax:
+ 381 38 51 31 308
E-mail: kwinten.joniaux@ear.europa.eu

Tendering for the above is expected to start in the
1st quarter 2007.
Contracts to be financed with the proceeds of a loan
from the bank will be subject to the Bank’s Procurement Policies and Rules and will be open to firms
from any country. The proceeds of the Bank’s loan
will not be used for the purpose of any payment
to persons or entities, of for any import of goods, if
such payment or import is prohibited by a decision
of the United Nations Security Council taken under
Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations or
under a law of official regulation of the Purchaser’s
country.

EBRD, related Romania

Timisoara District Heating - Works and Consultancy
Content:

CLT Colterm S.A. (“Colterm” or the “Company”), the
district heating company owned by the City of Timisoara, has applied for a loan from the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (the “Bank”) for
the modernisation of the municipal district heating
system. The Company intends using the proceeds of
the loan for the installation of new gas turbine units
of 20 MW gross electricity production with a 29 MW
thermal output and for district heating and corporate management consultants. Colterm will be the
implementing agency.

Deadline:

The proposed project, which has a total estimated
cost of EURO 22.5 million, will require the procurement of works and services for the following components:

Company /
organization:

(a) supply and installation of gas turbine units;
(b) procurement and implementation supervision;
(c) corporate development programme (donor financed)

Contact:

Contact:

Content:

KESH, related Albania

Lot I: Purchase individual boxes 3F and mesuarement panels(boxes) with current transformer.
Loti II:Purchase individual boxes 1F and auxiliary
material of mounting individual boxes.
Limit fund 837’396’360 leke divisions into Lots
Lot I: Limit fund 239’110’960 leke

21 Aug 2007 at 24:00, Timisoara time
Aurel Matei , Deputy General Manager
Colterm S.A. Str. Ep. Joseph Lonovici nr. 4
300092, Timisoara Romania
Tel: 0040 256 434 614 Fax: 0040 256 434 616
Email: aurel.matei@colterm.ro

25 Apr 2008 at 24:00, Iasi time
Centrala Electrica de Termoficare Iasi ( CET) SA Project Implementation Unit
Contact name: Mrs. Buzea Doina
Address: Calea Chisinaului Street, no. 25 Iasi; Postal code:
700265 Iasi, Romania Phone: +40-232-231675 Fax: +40232-231675

Purchase individual boxes (IB) measurement panels (boxes) with current transformer and auxiliary material of mounting individual boxes

Contracts to be financed with the proceeds of a loan
from the Bank will be subject to the Bank’s Procurement Policies and Rules and will be open to firms
from any country
Deadline:

This General Procurement Notice (GPN) updates the
first GPN for this project published in Procurement
Opportunities, on 6 February 2006 with the Ref:
5189-GPN -35162.
S.C. Centrala Electrică de Termoficare (CET).Iaşi S.A.
has received a loan from the European Bank of Reconstruction and Development and intends using
the proceeds for refurbishment of the city district
heating.

Lot II: Limit fund 598’285’400 leke
Deadline:
Contact:

18.06.2007 at:13:00 hrs, local time
+355 4 228 349, + 355 4 241 984
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Contact:

NEK, related Bulgaria

Bridge Financing for the Belene NPP Project
Content:

Contact:

Company /
organization:

Natsionalna Elektricheska Kompania EAD has announced a tender to raise debt financing in the
amount of MEUR250. This credit facility will be used
to finance the design, procurement of equipment
and civil works (construction and erection works)
under the Project for Construction of NPP Belene
during the first year of its implementation. This
period is planned for implementation of the first
phase of the Project that mainly covers design and
preparatory works and within this period of 1 year
NEK in its capacity as the company responsible for
the development of the Project will complete the
process of its structuring. The purpose of this credit
facility will be to play the role of bridge financing
until the required financial resources are provided
for the complete implementation of the Project for
construction of NPP Belene. Therefore NEK EAD as
Borrower intends to repay entirely the credit immediately after the financial close of the Project is
achieved or to keep the credit on its balance sheet
with option for long term repayment. The announcement is published on the page of the Public
Procurement Agency http://www.aop.bg and in the
Supplement to the Official Journal of the European
Union http://ted.europa.eu. The documents for participation in the public procurement procedure may
be obtained at the Head Office of NEK EAD or via
e-mail upon submission of a document evidencing payment of the documentation fee of 500 Euro.
The payment may be made either at the pay-office
of NEK EAD or by bank transfer to the NEK account:
IBAN: BG35KORP92201400534102, BIC: KORPBGSF
in Corporative Commercial Bank AD.

Company /
organization:

EBRD, related Bulgaria

Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund
Content:

The Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund (KIDSF) has been established and administered by the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD). The purposes of this Fund
is to finance or co-finance the preparation and implementation of selected projects and the provision of technical assistance necessary to support
the decommissioning of Units 1-4 of the Kozloduy
NPP; measures in the energy sector which are consequential to the decommissioning; and assist the
necessary restructuring and modernisation of the
energy production, transmission and distribution
sectors and improve energy efficiency.
The objective of this General Procurement Notice is
to give note on a forthcoming Project Management
Consultancy Service assignment for site selection,
design, safety assessment, construction and commissioning of National Radioactive Waste Disposal
Facility, and for carrying out associated engineering,
procurement and other services.
The process for construction of the National Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility in Bulgaria formally
started on 25.07.2005, by the Decision 683 of the
Bulgarian Council of Ministers. This decision empowers State Enterprise “Radioactive Waste” to construct and commission National Radioactive Waste
Disposal Facility by the end of year 2015.

Yulian Kiossev, tel. (+3592) 9263490
ykiossev@nek.bg.

EBRD, related Romania

On 05.05.2006, State Enterprise “Radioactive Waste”
obtained Permission for site selection of the facility.

CFR TRACTION ENERGY NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROJECT
Content:

Mr. Tiberiu Angelescu, Director of Foreign Financing Directorate
Compania Nationala de Cai Ferate CFR – SA
38, Dinicu Golescu Blvd., 3rd floor, room no. 26
010873 Bucharest 1 Romania
Tel.: +40 21 224 84 06 Fax: +40 21 222 14 45

This notice updates the General Procurement Notice
published on Ebrd Website dated 22nd July 2005
under reference 5104-GPN-36043.
CFR SA and its subsidiary CFR Electrificare have received a loan from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and intends to use its
proceeds towards the cost of a project to continue
modernisation and introduce cost-savings measures in management of its traction energy network.
The proposed project, which has a total estimated
cost of EUR 27 million equivalent (EUR 22.5 m from
the Bank and EUR 4.5m in VAT and other taxes), will
require the procurement of the following goods,
works and services;
1. Supply and installation of equipment sets consisting of traction substations, switching equipment,
railway station distance control equipment, and
central dispatching equipment and communication
facilities;
2. Supply of catenary maintenance vehicles; and
3. Consultancy services for contract supervision.

The invitation for Expression of Interest for the consultancy service is expected in May 2007. Firms from
eligible countries, which qualify under the Procurement Policies and Rules of the EBRD and the KIDSF
will be invited for submission of proposals.
The eligible countries as at 1 February 2007 are: the
European Union member states, Switzerland and
the EBRD’s countries of operations.
Contact:

Mr Nikolay Lambev
Project Manager
State Enterprise “Radioactive Waste”
51 James Brouchier blvd, Floor 18
1407 Sofia
Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 962 49 48
Fax: +359 2 962 50 78
E-mail: npl@dprao.bg

Tendering for the above contracts started in the second half of 2006.
Deadline:

24 Jul 2007 at 24:00, Bucharest time
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EBRD, related Bulgaria

EBRD related Romania

EU/EBRD Energy Efficiency Finance Facility - Project Consultant (Bulgaria)

EU/EBRD Energy Efficiency Finance Facility - Project Consultant (Romania)

Content:

Content:

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(the “EBRD” or the “Bank”) intends to establish the EU/EBRD
Energy Efficiency Finance Facility (the “Facility”) whereby
EBRD would extend either i) loans or ii) unfunded risk sharing facilities to Participating Banks (“PBs”) in Bulgaria and
Romania. The PBs will then on-lend to private entities for
industrial energy efficiency investment projects. It is estimated that approximately EUR 20 million of sub-loans will
be extended in Bulgaria and EUR 80 million in Romania.
The Facility is expected to be supported by the EU in the
form of grant support to cover various consultancy assignments and performance based incentives to sub-borrowers and PBs.
For Bulgaria two separate consultancy assignments are
planned to support the implementation of the Facility:
1) a Project Consultant (the “Project Consultant”) will i) ensure that the widest range of stakeholders are informed
about the Facility to facilitate the prompt uptake of financing and related benefits; ii) assist sub-borrowers in the
screening and preparation of energy efficiency projects; iii)
advise on the eligibility of the sub-projects proposed to be
financed under the Facility; and iv) provide consistent communication between the stakeholders, monitor and report
on the implementation process.
2) an Independent Energy Expert (the “IEE Consultant”) will
ensure that the objectives of the Facility are met by verifying the completion of sub-projects financed and confirming the eligibility of the sub-projects against set criteria.
This expert will have a regional role for both Bulgaria and
Romania (the “IEE Assignment”).
This Call for Expression of Interest refers to the first consultancy assignment, Project Consultant in Bulgaria (the
“Assignment”).
The main objectives of the Assignment are:
- Market the Facility and ensure that the widest range of
stakeholders are informed about the Facility and its related
benefits in order to facilitate prompt implementation and
rapid uptake;
- Ensure that a pipeline of eligible sub-projects is developed;
- Assist the sub-borrowers by screening and developing
sub-projects by identifying their investment requirements
through informal consultations and Rational Energy Utilisation Plans (“REUPs”) and assist in the formulation of loan
applications to the PBs;
- Make recommendations to the sub-borrowers on their
energy management strategy;
- Provide consistent communication among the PBs, the
sub-borrowers, the IEE and other stakeholders;
- Monitor and report on the implementation process.
Assignment Duration: Anticipated start date is August
2007 with a planned duration of 2 to 2.5 years. The contract
may be extended subject to EBRD approval, satisfactory
performance of the Project Consultant, extension of the
Facility and the availability of donor funding.
Maximum Budget Available for the Assignment: EUR

Deadline:

952,250; exclusive of VAT.

Contact:
Deadline:
Contact:

18 June 2007
Dirk Plutz
Telephone number: +44 20 7338 6219
Email address: plutzd@ebrd.com

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(the “EBRD” or the “Bank”) intends to establish the EU/EBRD
Energy Efficiency Finance Facility (the “Facility”) whereby
EBRD would extend either i) loans or ii) unfunded risk sharing facilities to Participating Banks (“PBs”) in Bulgaria and
Romania. The PBs will then on-lend to private entities for
industrial energy efficiency investment projects. It is estimated that approximately EUR 20 million of sub-loans will
be extended in Bulgaria and EUR 80 million in Romania. The
Facility is expected to be supported by the EU in the form
of grant support to cover various consultancy assignments
and performance based incentives to sub-borrowers and
PBs.
For Romania two separate consultancy assignments are
planned to support the implementation of the Facility:
1) a Project Consultant (the “Project Consultant”) will i) ensure that the widest range of stakeholders are informed
about the Facility to facilitate the prompt uptake of financing and related benefits; ii) assist sub-borrowers in the
screening and preparation of energy efficiency projects; iii)
advise on the eligibility of the sub-projects proposed to be
financed under the Facility; and iv) provide consistent communication between the stakeholders, monitor and report
on the implementation process.
2) an Independent Energy Expert (the “IEE Consultant”) will
ensure that the objectives of the Facility are met by verifying
the completion of sub-projects financed and confirming the
eligibility of the sub-projects against set criteria. This expert
will have a regional role for both Bulgaria and Romania (the
“IEE Assignment”).
This Call for Expression of Interest refers to the first consultancy assignment, Project Consultant in Romania (the “Assignment”).
The main objectives of the Assignment are:
- Market the Facility and ensure that the widest range of
stakeholders are informed about the Facility and its related
benefits in order to facilitate prompt implementation and
rapid uptake;
- Ensure that a pipeline of eligible sub-projects is developed;
- Assist the sub-borrowers by screening and developing
sub-projects by identifying their investment requirements
through informal consultations and Rational Energy Utilisation Plans (“REUPs”) and assist in the formulation of loan applications to the PBs;
- Make recommendations to the sub-borrowers on their energy management strategy;
- Provide consistent communication among the PBs, the
sub-borrowers, the IEE and other stakeholders;
- Monitor and report on the implementation process.
Assignment Duration: Anticipated start date is August 2007
with a planned duration of 2 to 2.5 years. The contract may
be extended subject to EBRD approval, satisfactory performance of the Project Consultant, extension of the Facility
and the availability of donor funding.
Maximum Budget Available for the Assignment: EUR
2,227,750; exclusive of VAT.
18 June 2007
Dirk Plutz
Telephone number: +44 20 7338 6219
Email address: plutzd@ebrd.com
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EBRD, related Bosnia and Herzegovina

Contact:

Power Distribution Reconstruction Project
Content:

Deadline:
Contact:

This GPN updates the notice published on the EBRD
website on 11 November 2005. Bosnia and Herzegovina has applied for a loan from the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (“The
Bank”) towards the cost of reconstructing and modernising the electricity distribution infrastructure in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, enabling the three local
power utilities (Elektroprivreda Bosne Hercegovine
(“EPBIH”); Elektroprivreda Republike Srpske (“EPRS”)
and Elektroprivreda Hrvatske Zajednice Herceg
Bosne (“EPHZHB”)) to improve reliability and quality of electricity supply, reduce losses and improve
energy efficiency.
The proposed project has a total estimated cost
of Euro 55 million, proposed to be financed by the
EBRD, and will require the procurement of the following goods, works and services for:
(a) Goods and related Services for purchasing of
metering equipment for residential consumption
and Low and Medium Voltage substations, Low and
Medium Voltage transformers, cables and auxiliary
equipment for Low and Medium Voltage lines, machinery and equipment for the installation of the
aforementioned items;
(b) Works for the installation of the aforementioned
items;
(c) Consulting services to support the three Project
Implementation Units established by the three
power utilities.
Tendering for contracts under (c) above was completed in June 2006. Procurement for goods & services and works under (a) and (b) abovehas started
and should be completed by December 2007.

Company /
organization:

Content:

Energy Meters and AMR centre cover design, manufacturing, testing, transportation, installation services and commissioning for 0,4 kV current measuring
transformers –5668 pcs (five thousand six hundred
and sixty eight); 10(20) kV voltage measuring transformers (ninety) 90 pcs; el. energy meters with possibility of remote readings –2750 pcs (two thousand
seven hundred and fifty); connecting material for
installation , integration of the equipment in the
10(20)/0,4 kV substations and automatic meter reading centre and preparation of“As Built” documentation in Mostar.

2 Jun 2008 at 24:00, Mostar time

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTATIONS 10(20)/0.4 kV
Content:

Deadline:

This Invitation for Tenders follows the General Procurement Notice for this project which was published in EBRD Procurement Opportunities on 11
November 2005.
JP ELEKTROPRIVREDA BOSNE I HERCEGOVINE – d.d.
SARAJEVO (hereinafter referred to as: the Employer),
intends using part of the proceeds of a loan from
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the Bank) towards the cost of Procurement of
Substations 10(20)/0.4 kV
The Employer now invites sealed tenders from all interested Suppliers and/or Contractors for the following contract to be funded from part of the proceeds
of the loan:
Supply of various electrical equipment for 48 (forty
eight) pcs of Substations 10(20)/0.4 kV in concrete
/metal housing; 78 (seventy eight) pcs of pole
mounted substations 10 (20)/04 kV; and 131(one
hundred and thirty one) pcs of remotely controlled
pole mounted switch disconnectors.

This Invitation for Tenders follows the General Procurement Notice for this project which was published on EBRD website dated 11 November 2005.
J.P. ELEKTROPRIVREDA HRVATSKE ZAJEDNICE HERCEG BOSNE d.d. Mostar hereinafter referred to as
the Purchaser, intends using part of the proceeds of
a loan from the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (the Bank) towards the cost of
Goods and associated Services for equipment and
materials for Energy Meters and AMR Centre.
The Purchaser now invites sealed tenders from all
interested Suppliers and/or Manufacturers for the
following contracts to be funded from part of the
proceeds of the loan:
ENERGY METERS AND AMR CENTRE

Mr. Josip Jerkovic
PIU Director
Tel:+387 36 323 788
Fax:+387 36 322 831
Email: josip.jerkovic@ephzhb.ba

EBRD, Bosnia and Herzegovina

EBRD, related Bosnia and Herzegovina

ENERGY METERS AND AMR CENTRE

Deadline:
Company /
organization:

ELEKTROPRIVREDA BOSNE I HERCEGOVINE – d.d. Sarajevo
Project Implementation Unit
Mr. Nedeljko Despotović, PIU Director
Vilsonovo šetalište 15
71000 Sarajevo
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Tel.+387 33 751 030
Fax.+387 33 751 033
e-mail: n.despotovic@elektroprivreda.ba

Contact:

17 Jul 2007 at 12:00, Mostar time
ELEKTROPRIVREDA HRVATSKE ZAJEDNICE HERCEG BOSNE
d.d. Mostar
Project Implementation Unit
Mr. Božidar Jovanović, PIU Director
Zagrebačka 1
88 000 Mostar
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Tel. +387 36 323 788
Fax. +387 36 322 831
E-mail: bozidar.jovanovic@ephzhb.ba

15 Aug 2007 at 12:00, Sarajevo time
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EBRD, related Romania

Design, Construction and Commissioning of the 390 Km Agadyr-YuKGRES Section of 500 KV Second Transmission Line of Kazakhstan North-South Transit
Consulting Services Loan: Management and Monitoring Of Construction Contract Implementation Progress
Content:

The Kazakhstan Electricity Grid Operating Company (KEGOC) has received a loan from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
and it intends to use part of the proceeds of the
loan for payments under the contract for consulting services for Management and Monitoring of
Construction Contract implementation process.
The assignment is expected to be carried out in
three Phases as described below.
Phase I
1.1 Supervision of quality assurance by Contractor and PIU during implementation of survey
work and design estimates.
1.2 Quality and the accepted technical solutions
assessment during elaboration of design estimates.
1.3 Final review and approval of the made up design estimates for the construction of 500 kV OTL
500 kV Agadyr SS– 500 kV YuKGRES SS.
Phase II
2.1 Managerial and monitoring support during
contracting.
2.2 Analyses of the results of the tests performance for the quality conformance of the equipment and materials supplied under the project to
the quality and technical characteristics operated
together with KEGOC JSC specialists. Tests results
evaluation.
2.3 Quality assurance surveillance by the Contractor and PIU during implementation of the
construction and erection works.
2.4 Environmental measures monitoring during
implementation of the construction and erection
works.
2.5 Verification of implementation according to
the PIP and review of any changes to the PIP.
2.6 Verification of the proper use of available
funds.
2.7 Submit periodic activity reports as may be requested from time to time by KEGOC.
Phase III
3.1 Confirmation of the Project Completion in
accordance with the PIP and preparation of a
Project Completion Report

§ § §
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